Questions

Can we ever do content specific trainings?

WHAT FORMAT WILL THE SS PRE- & POST-TEAS BE?

What materials should possibly be avoided in relation to ADE?

Questions

Is the CR only for specific core teaching topics?

Can the CR be expanded to general courses & Visual Arts?

Suggestion:

Meet grade-level folks

Next time I know we will be further along... Review texts as a group.

I’d like to learn more about

CR units at the elementary school level.

Can you let us know when CR Grant may will be posted?

or how we can help create one?

Plan is to comply in good faith with USP requirements

CR courses and provide an Action Plan for monitoring by the

Distitication Committee. Further, the district has developed this

Agreement with the USP’s purpose and its own strong commitment to

an educational framework that will ensure each student’s

Curricular opportunities are being realized.

An instructor should be responsive to the cultural, social, emotional,

needs of the children served. The teacher invests their time in

understanding the historical, cultural, economic needs and realities of their

students. Every piece of instruction must be informed by the lived experiences of the students

being taught. Dr. Angela Valenzuela defines this as “authentic caring”.

Marcus Garvey used a simile to describe the connection: "A people without the knowledge of

their past history, origin and culture is like a tree without roots." The culturally relevant (CR)

educator must work vigorously to find literature and historical accounts that are reflective of
WHAT WORKED?
Open Participatory
Hit the core Qs
about the State
and why we do this

Really like Pati presentation
on funds of knowledge
Plus the last handout given by Nancy

I like collaboration
Feedback
Overall
Strong Presenters
Handouts
Electronic set up

Worked:
Detailed talk about curriculum maps, observations, etc.

Circle was nice
Funds of knowledge well presented

Worked
Teacher interaction was most helpful

Thank you for the Intervention Plan
-- great to see it all in one piece

Well stocked loaning library was nice.
Suggestions

- More collaboration
time.

Suggest,

Different colored
paper for
important docs.

Schedule

More Time

For Introductions

Suggestions

- Have this
  Early on in
  the summer
  for more time
  to prepare connections with curriculum

- More examples
  of lesson plans

- colder room
  in different location
- more time to
  collaborate

Suggestions:

- Keep the icebreaker tight

- Air conditioning
  Please

The Circle was nice..., but it
took a long time
and took time from
the collaboration.

- $4,505
- Four paper
  pass tray,
  32GB RAM
  installation
- $508

---
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Will we get release time to visit other site?

I am a new teacher. I felt very happy to get a better overview of CRC from Jose and Mr. Lopez.

Nolan Cabrera's presentation was informative.

I found everything very informative as a new CRC teacher. The background info to Raza Studies/MA was great.

I liked all of the visual information.

What worked?

Dr. C was very interesting. All the presentation made relevant info.

YAR? - Very good presentation. The Ladies rocked it.
I really enjoyed the presentation. What worked well? I put. MD

Suggestion
We probably all already know what "culturally relevant" means. Spend more time on things we can use in the classroom than rationalizing or asking what we think.

Suggestion
Less Lecture.
More breaks.
Hand outs to go with power points.

Proofing power point presentations for visibility and audio/video accessibility.

Case didn't have enough time to do his whole presentation.

Suggestions
Curtail cyclical conversations.

Suggestions
Give presentation in advance.
Add data about AASS programs.

Time for lunch or warning to bring lunch.
Questions

When can we see what texts are helpful and available?

What do you do if your school leadership isn't behind having this class and isn't taking it seriously?

How are the programs implemented at different schools? Do they need to be all the same?

Question

Edmoto Tutorial on the Big Screen

Suggestions

Need entire day w/ Nolan Cabrera

Would like more info on Finnish Ed. model.

Could we work w/our Faculty from our schools here?

How much should I expect and to be worthy?

What does the YPAR look like as part of the overall instructional timeline w/the content material of the course?

Longer segments so more can be covered.

Suggestions

More food

Please \\

MD

If we find some resources new at LIRC can they be sent directly to schools so students can

? Vertical articulation for Action Plan

None yet?

Where can we get resources from other ELA?

Loved the UA present.

On camera could we come back again? Or could we work out a plan for some of us to take this class in the spring like you did w/their teachers?

Technology assistant — maybe set up our speakers and do a trial run. We need
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Questions - Where/how to obtain PowerPoint from Suggestion: Classroom Test

Suggestion: "Johnny" the K

What curriculum guides be offered for 8th grade Art? What middle school courses/requirements do you have?

Teacher Mentor Regularly to help out in our classrooms?

Are the presentations available to view online like other modules? Cause I'd love to view them again and a bit more closely.